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This article discusses the point of view that the reason why the arts are failing economically is because they are not being funded by the government. This is a problem because the interest of supports has decreased from the past because those that are rich today have different interests from those in the past. At the same time, this author says that classical music is not a dying art everywhere, for instance, in Asia classical music is the most popular music compared to the rest of the world. The author also says that recorded music inspires people to attend live performances, similar to how people would rather be in the stands at an actual football game compared to watching it from a TV screen. This is a beneficial source of information because it states an argument that attendees do not need to have knowledge of what is going on in a classical music performance to appreciate what is going on and to appreciate the music.

[Bryant, Sharon?]. “Striking a Chord.” The Education Digest 81, no. 7 (Mar 2016): 52-58.
This magazine article states ideas and suggestions on how to improve funding and success of music in elementary education. It gives many suggestions on how to influence administrative and governmental leaders to make decisions on continuing and supporting music education in elementary schools by using certain funding, using technology within the classroom, or changing the standards within the classroom. It also mentions that schools should have the community more involved with young students in the music classroom. This helps with my paper because it shows that it could mean using local classical groups to do come and give presentations within the classroom or donate time and money to certain schools to help the relationship between schools and classical music groups.


In this dissertation it talks about the perspective of different audience members within live classical music performances like regular and non-regular attendees. It shows different studies that were done based on the attendees reaction to the culture of the performance, what was enjoyable for them, and what was not enjoyable for them. This is
helpful for me because it shows a lot of reasons why regular attendees go to classical music performances and why the other group does not go.


In this article there was a study of non-music goers to classical concerts. The attendees were given different information to see what their interpretation of the performance was and the different reactions they had. Overall, they found that attending concerts have a certain culture and expectation of knowledge in order participate and know what’s going on. As a result, they give some suggestions on what would be a good transition for non-classical music goers by suggestions to see theatre first and then an opera to create a smoother transition in learning the culture expectations and understanding the structure of the music within the performances.

This article talks about how there are two types of groups that go and it either make or break a first-timer's experience. This also affects the number of people who return to see performances. This is another source that supports how important the culture of concerts are and determines the types of people who attend classical music concerts.


This article compares its data of venue's that are older or newer as well as the amount of audience members attending concerts in relation to sports events. It also discusses the importance of cultural impact classical music, popular music, and sports. This is helpful for my paper because it provides data of what attracts audience members to classical music events and reasons why.

This article gives reason and support for concert attendance based on sociological evidence. It talks about how the surrounding demographic affects the outcome of concert attendance. This helps provide a broader sociological approach to my paper vs. just a study based on surveys done within a concert or a study from a financial point of view.


In this essay, the author talks about how recording music and the quality of attending a live performance of classical music have affected each other. When recordings first came around they were recordings of live performances. This influenced the expectation of the players and those recordings by how accurate both of them were. Now it is so simple to record yourself or the group you are playing with to help critique the groups accuracy almost instantly. This helps support my paper topic by talking about the invention of recording is so beneficial for accuracy of performance and technique for music, as well as having an audience from another country watch it live, but it does not serve the purpose of having audience members sitting in the same room or venue to experience the live music.
In this dissertation it talks about the use of social media within the modern age and how nonprofit groups should use it to their advantage. It describes the different uses nonprofit groups can use social media to attract our modern culture to live performances. I think this dissertation would be very helpful to my paper because social media is a big part of our younger culture in today's world and it would give a lot of reasons why the younger generation is not attending live performances of classical music.


In this recording you can see that it is a live performance of Philharmonie Südwestfalen performing Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini featuring Anna Fedorova as the piano soloist. You can see the type of audience members for this performance and how they act within the performance and for the applause. This is beneficial information for my paper because it shows what age group attended this concert and how they participate within the performance. On the other hand, it doesn’t show what happens before the performance begins. If they showed how the performers entered the stage and interacted
with each other as well as the audience reacting to the performers entering, it would have been more helpful for the paper in explaining the culture of live classical performances.

files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED375032.pdf

This journal article is about the study of non-music major students taking Music Appreciation and their impression of attending live classical music performances. The assignment they are given involves attending a live classical performance for the first time, for most of them, and writing their reaction about the performance. A lot of the students have the reaction of being impressed by how engaging the experience was for them. The gathering of data also involves the student telling if they know about free opportunities to see live performances on campus, if they enjoyed the performance, if they would attend performances in the future, and if their perspective on the environment of classical performances. This helps with my paper because it provides information on how young adults hear about classical music performances, their perspectives, and why they do or do not attend live performances of classical music.
https://search-proquest-com.du.idm.oclc.org/docview/121416693/fulltextPDF/DE0AC33A82B847C3PQ/1?
accountid=14608.

This New York Times article is written by professional musician and music teacher that expresses delight in seeing an increase in attendees for classical music performances and for museums but the author also shows frustration. They are frustrated with how naïve new audience members are to understanding the culture and unspoken expectations that are expected in a performance. This shows that attending concerts have certain expectations from the performers and the audience members. I can also compare and contrast the expectations what was expected in 1980 and what is considered normal in current time.